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 Un long voyage

A LONG 
JOURNEY
This textless book takes us to prehistoric times as we 
follow a family and their adventures through a landscape 
that unfolds continuously. Each page of the book could be 
put end to end, creating a long panorama without any gaps. 
Along this journey that evolves according to the seasons, 
we also come across mammoths, panthers, and caves 
decorated with cave paintings.

9782361936488 | 2022 | 64 pages | 29,7 x 22 cm | 18.00 €

 Un autre jardin

ANOTHER 
GARDEN
“I would like a garden at my window with basil, a daisy, 
a ladybug sheltered in jasmine. Then I could dream of 
another garden.” In this animated and poetic accordion 
book, Emma Giuliani plunges us into her dream of another 
garden: a ladybug in a garden, a fort in a tree, dunes by the 
sea, a secret forest, stairs to climb a mountain, a path of 
stars, a quarter of a moon… Emma Giuliani is a graphic 
designer and illustrator living near Paris, France. She is 
the author of In the Garden, At Sea, Seeing the Day, and 
Egyptomania, translated into many languages.

9782361936754 | 2022 | 12 pages | 15,5 x 28,5 cm | 20.00 €

Children's Books

Emma Giuliani

A beautiful accordion book, 
for a poetic journey from  
a garden to the sky…

Children's Books

Dans le ciel tout va bien

A journey  
to prehistoric times!
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 Ikko et la lune

IKKO AND 
THE MOON
Ikko, a bear cub, is sad when Mamako tells him she is going 
on a trip. She explains to him that she’ll be back when the 
crescent moon is reversed and gives Ikko a book about 
the moon. Ikko thus marks the days of her absence with 
his book. Ikko cries, gets bored, feels like time is crawling 
by... and finally, when Ikko goes outside to play, here comes 
Mamako, just as the crescent moon is completely reversed. 
A tale of trust, love, and patience. In the same series: Ikko 
and the Gift, Ikko and the Shell, Ikko and the Poppies…

9782361936617 | 2022 | 14 pages | 16,5 x 17,5 cm | 9.50 €

 Au début

IN THE 
BEGINNING
Spanning a period of 68 years, this clever story can be 
read from the beginning or the end, from 2020 to 1952 or 
from 1952 to 2020. In the Beginning explores the themes 
of family, nature, and growing up through the story of a 
family and their adventures as they navigate life in the south 
of France. A medlar tree, which slowly takes root in the 
family garden over the years, mirrors their lives.

9782361936730 | 2022 | 80 pages | 17 x 26 cm | 22.00 €

Children's Books

Ramona Badescu
Julia Spiers

The story of a family  
through 3 generations.

Children's Books

Bernadette Gervais

The stories of Ikko  
the little bear!
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 Des trucs comme ci, des trucs comme ça

THINGS  
LIKE THIS, 
THINGS  
LIKE THAT
What do a watering can, a salt shaker, and a colander 
have in common? What about a hedgehog, a fork, and 
hot chili? In Things Like This, Thing Like That, you will 
discover objects, animals, and plants presented as things 
with holes, things that sting, fragile things, things that cut… 
Approximately 20 different “families” are featured. A way of 
organizing the world with poetry and humor. Skillfully laid 
out and made using a mixture of stencils and sponge work, 
the illustrations reveal the artist’s talent for precision and 
observing the world around her.

9782361936228 | 2021 | 56 pages | 27 x 37 cm | 22.50 €

Children's Books

Bernadette Gervais

A poetic and humorous way  
of organizing the world.
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